
Groups Question 

1.  Do you support having a component of Independent Living with an indoor connection to 

the Center? Why or why not?

They would be fine. Other communities such as Country House have apartments connected 

to the center. 

KAL currently has some buildings with connections to the Center 

Some residents could benefit from this

Visceral reaction to doing it because some other community has it. KAL is unique.

Not in favor of two story buildings.  One of the greatest appeals of Kendal is that everybody 

has a front door and back door in their cottage. 

*Does this mean a 2 story building? Could it be a one story building? Will gave feedback on 

the studies that have been done, 2 story building provides additional capacity, encourages 

people to move up and create vacancies in cottages to rebuild – how to rebuild on a fairly 

occupied campus? 

Denser building in units to provide the needed capacity 

This proximity would be an advantage for people with problems walking 

No - breaks up the campus for others

Question 1 – Connections to Center

Know some people have a preference for it

This group prefers outdoor connection & getting exercise

Cumberland expansion would be a suggestion

If done, maximizing sustainability & minimizing construction impacts.

Concern over internal connections – Not desired; Outdoors equals lifestyle; mobility/outdoor 

experiences improves health; weighing what the needs of future residents might be is 

important to the outcome. 

What is the need? If significant residential living demand, perhaps existing units close to the 

Center are allocated those with greatest need; assistive technologies/wider walkways should 

be considered before building; assess need for this.

Kendal is an integrated community because of walking; moving around on campus is 

important to health; have a concern for artificially limiting mobility and not being outdoors.

Values the connection to the outdoors.

Barn that is useful to residents is a greater desire than connected residences; perhaps 

connected to center
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helpful due to weather and lives in one already.

if there is space, it would be ok

goal of campus is to get out and walk so maybe too much of a development

doesn’t feel it is necessary as long as there is a covered walkway. It is designed to keep 

people healthy.

agrees with Dorothy but also it is ok if someone needs it.

maybe ask AL residents – they may not need to be there if they could have lived in an apt. 

that was connected for weather purposes.

Units connected to the Center. They were generally resistant because of the conviction that 

walking and forced mobility is the key to continued independence. However, there was 

recognition that some people would benefit from that option and that the Health Center 

project could create the need for the existing 4 connected units to be replaced elsewhere, so 

could be acceptable as long as it is not a high rise.

Advantageous to have safe and connected IL for current and future residents with 

ambulation issues.

This is an important choice for the people that need it

Units should be small or medium sized

If it is added, there needs to be more than the three units that are there currently…ideally 6-

8 units so that those residents have their own small subcommunity

This is an outdoor, walking community

Can’t say yes or no until it is known what the proposed building looks like and that it won’t 

change the character of the campus

Connection to Center:

Ok with connection BUT not a 2-story apartment complex.

Keep single story feel of campus.

Preference for a door from apartments directly to outside.

Group was mixed for supports having an attached IL building to commons

Could open indoor spaces for other functions

Help for mobility impaired

walking distances will be decreased

dislike long hallways

attached building still Could have isolated residents

Two story with connection to Center ONLY if connected to center 

with outdoor space for each resident (patio or balcony)

3rd stage or layer for move up = for independent residents with mobility issues 

Need system of who gets the spots = not for new move ins, current residents who have a 

need  

Should be smaller sized apartments 



2.A Please provide advice about Common Spaces.  What types of indoor spaces would make 

your life better?

Indoor

Need for more small to midsize flexible spaces, groups of fewer than 20

Lounge area, coffee bar, snack bar, area for meeting up 

Build out from dinning room, covered deck – indoor and outdoor spaces to enjoy the view 

out there

Expands dining room space to alleviate dining room overcrowding 

Indoor hydroponic farming area to produce food for the dining areas 

Small meeting areas

more craft spaces, make them modular, with more natural light, windows more meeting 

spaces, cottages are under supplied with windows, perhaps clearstory windows could be 

used where full windows are impacted, windows are an issue for apartments too, need four 

seasons room rather than three.

Indoor:

Greenhouse looking coffee shop. A casual place to gather in the afternoon. Connected to the 

center – near fitness center. 

Indoor meeting rooms for 10-20 ppl. 2-3 more. Similar to conference room

Small pub – BYOB, so they could resume “4:45’s”

Whatever is done be guided by the steps in Tallamy’s list of “Bring Nature Home”

Indoor: 

Likes hallway; too many chairs/tables and pedestals cause safety hazards.

Spaces to sit & visit (large & small groups)

Small group meeting spaces; way for flexible rooms to be considered?; craft space in barn is 

desirable; new roof/solar panels could be integrated, HVAC/air quality concerns with 

systems.

BSL Program: current spaces don’t work for those with hearing concerns; noise is problematic 

(from people and HVAC system).  

Desire for operable windows, fresh air; good ventilation system that keeps people safe.

Space allocation committee member; game room – could be converted to allow other uses.

Screened, indoor spaces and a big 3 season room are desirable at the Center.

meeting locations is difficult, but the system with the Gym is good via on-line reservations. 

Zoom helps too. A music room with a piano would be a good addition with singing groups 

without taking up the Auditorium and Lounge.

Small meeting rooms needed – 10 – 12 people max. Some committees only have 6 people.

keyboard will take up less space than a piano.

Indoor spaces needed. 1) Meeting spaces for 6-10 people 2) Need for mid-size gatherings 

(goodies by the fire, 100 people?) like the fireplace lounge used to accommodate when it 

was bigger. Currently spills into the auditorium but it is not easy to rearrange. 3) Craft spaces 

need expansion, quilting room seems to be mostly used for storage. (Reminder of the all-

purpose room on the 2nd floor of the HC center.)



More meeting spaces

Offices for the staff are terrible (in particular, HR)

Office space at Longwood for private marketing conversations

Café needs updating

Welcome area at the Porte cochere

Explore turning the Barn & Farmhouse into community centers

Newly renovated auditorium – when seated at the back you cannot see the stage

Better wayfinding

Meeting spaces, flexible w/movable panels, and kiosk for coffee.

Dining venues for smaller groups.

Spa for independent living residents.

variety of meeting rooms 

room for community meeting room 20 people

reorganize downstair area

rooms to be multifunctional

keep the quiet room

rooms for healthcare specialist

music room with soundproofing

Health Center – larger apartments = more appealing to residents needing to move there

Include farmhouse and the barn in the plan

Art areas are important 

Meeting spaces for small meetings 3 to 4 people 

Small private chat areas

Music room for piano or creating music without feeling like you’re on a stage 

Use café or dining room tables during non-meal times 

New residential buildings need to have a diverse offering for different economic levels 

More natural light into all apartment layouts, add skylights 

Winterize 3 seasons room 

2.B Please provide advice about Common Spaces.  What outdoor amenities should be 

considered to improve resident life at Crosslands? 

Outdoor 

firepit and hot tub

Terrace with firepit and heaters for outdoor dining in colder weather 

Cozy nooks outside for coffee or wine meet ups 

Place to play corn hole

Croquet court 

Putting green more maintained 

Pickle ball court 

Gathering spaces in cottage courtyards, picnics, meet ups:  needs to be a larger courtyard 

that is more even / flat ground

Basketball court



walkways: roofs over are too low for tall people, gardens current community garden now 

surrounded by Kendal, utility / functional uses - how can more gardening opportunities be 

made available? Raised beds, herb gardens nearer to homes with a mechanism for turnover, 

pavilion area for meetings and picnics, eating meals, heat source? make usable 8-9 months of 

the year.

Outdoor:

Improve lighting, including lighting areas that are dark, but decreasing light pollution.  The 

path from dining hall to service road has no lights.

A few more developed paths – improve Sunrise Trail west side by farm field and promenade 

walk around the Kendal Center. 

Covered outdoor spaces for meeting

Golf putting green underutilized – could it be used for other uses? 

Basketball was suggested.

Outdoor: 

Pavilions, shaded destinations.

Guard station (remove; disagrees with discussions of this becoming permanent). Terrace, 

picnic tables, and spaces to gather; fire pit - likes idea of this being added.

Disagrees with removing guard post; should remain permanent.

Outdoor benches added - nodes to gather, prefer destinations to enjoy the campus setting.

placement in the pergolas in the last development as they are next to parking lots so people 

won’t get together there and are open enough that they don’t block wind. Seem to be 

designed as bus stops but we don’t use them. Outdoor roof and wind protection at nicer 

places. 

Pickle ball courts (3 seasons)

outdoor meeting places with same function as indoor meeting places. Places for spontaneous 

picknicks scattered around the campus. 

improvements to essential covered walkways, close gaps and new cottages. Dorothy agrees.

Residents that living on the Rt. 1 side of campus don’t really get to know those that live on 

the “hill” side of the Center. At the Center and the committees is the best way to meet 

people from the other side of the campus.

patios with units surrounding it make a nice way to meet people and walking by people’s 

front doors and kitchen windows. 

Outdoor spaces needed. 1) Outdoor gathering places, people are doing it now (for instance 

the recorder group), but spaces need them to be designed for gathering and have an identity 

– for instance the Angel Family Bench plus the wall creates a group gathering space. 

Outdoor protected, covered areas for gathering – pavilions

Open air gathering – fire pit

Expand the terrace

Spaces accessible to outdoor patios w/fire pits.

Pergolas/gazebo’s for small groups w/winter protection availability.



Walking and exercise is vital, but moving can be stressful and almost impossible for some 

residents, watch at meals for those w/ these mobility issues

keep the dog park

covered patio areas

exercise stations thru the walking paths

gazebos, pergolas, covered outdoor meeting and dining spaces

Small community gardens, raised gardens

Flower gardens which tend to encourage spontaneous social interactions 

More benches along walkways for resting (mobility issues)

Two benches facing or angled towards each other

Benches for viewing nature with paved pathway to it

Add railings to existing walkways, look at degree of slope for the walkway 

What strategies might help to better incorporate the duplexes into the campus?

The plantings are more mature in the cottage area

Duplexes have too much grass

Many of the residents of the duplexes are very integrated into Kendal 

The old campus has large trees, it will take time before the duplexes will have large trees

Some people would like more covered walkways, some are ok with a raincoat and umbrella 

There is less of a divide than it would appear.  The people who live in the duplexes are an 

integral part of the community 

not a real concern, contemplate a forward looking automated transportation option to 

facilitate moving people to walkways.

Duplexes is like the suburbs, rest of the campus is like a village. Could infill be done to 

increase density in the suburbs?

Shuttle system to connect the duplexes? 

Don’t think it is necessarily an issue.

Duplex move policy; should not remain in place (must pay $5,000 to move closer to Center).

Trees to soften visual impacts of duplexes would help.

Parking Lot 1 is used frequently by these residents. 

Add pathways through new cottage area; add amenities on that part of campus; existing 

house could become meeting rooms, guest housing.

Get feedback from those residents; ask what is important to them to feel integrated?



people need to cross the street to get to the rest of the campus. There are advantages to 

living in the new cottages so they probably don’t need many more advantages. Architectural 

mistake for putting them all together and across the street. Good to have a variety 

throughout the campus. Created a social problem. But people walk through the 

neighborhood of the half-circle street. Economical and class differential. Don’t understand 

how the units on the half-circle street can be physically connected.

All of the village units mixes all sizes of units. 

Talk with residents who live there. 

understand concern. But doesn’t feel the social issues are a problem. Just get to know the 

residents. Comments are tongue-in-cheek.

activities are meant to be in the center. Not to spread around the campus. Keep the distance 

of living units close to the Center to be apart of the shared space.

Duplexes. Many have mobility issues and use carts or cars. Couples originally, now singles. No 

one moves. Need to provide incentive.

Extending the covered walkways connected through Lot #1 with only a gap at the road

Duplexes:

Better covered walkways and extended to duplexes.

Lighting on walkways without glair. Light up walk shielded from eye level.

Programing change to allow people who are aging to move closer to Campus Center.

add cover walkways

maybe add a pavilion to bring residents to this area

transportation system that runs on a set schedule

residents in my group felt they can feel isolated at times

Community is a walkable community with cars set to the outside Look at this concept to 

reduce car usage. 

The residents in duplexes have become an integral part of the community 

One person in a duplex is not environmentally friendly.  Could they be divided into 2 units? 

Outdoor meeting spaces for the duplexes - other residents meet outdoors “in their square”

How could parking problems be solved, other than adding more parking spaces at the 

Center?

What are the issues? 

No problems – all people in the group are walkers

Maybe a need for a few more parking spaces at the Center when people come to pick up 

food right now

People who live farthest away would drive even if there were buses.

Golf carts?

We have a lot of other vehicles (scooters) which don’t go on the sidewalk but don’t go on the 

road. Parking is an issue for the scooters.

Underground parking garage with charging for electric vehicles

Final thoughts: plug for indoor farm – barn has been discussed as a potential location for it



forward looking automated transportation, especially needed at remote parking lot that isn't 

used much, need smaller buses / vehicles that operate more frequently 

Better utilization of the existing parking lot

Educate people to reserve closest spaces for people with less mobility & park further out. 

Shuttle at mealtimes

Utilize/allow golf carts

Encourage people to carpool

Zip Car service/shared vehicle service.

Available car for resident use by reservation; “Livery” service; residents could donate cars for 

rental/use by others; not a parking problem on the campus, Kendal Corp. – Open lot to their 

building for campus sue? Not able to get groceries; primary reason why people keep their 

cars. Could groceries be offered on campus? Understand why people are leaving campus to 

impact the outcome.  Ask/Understand.  Some people have more than two cars; need to 

utilize / develop remote lots; community transportation system needs improved - not 

effective.

Parking: addressing this problem is tied to reducing our carbon footprint. 

All agreed that Kendal is a distinctive place – this place is different, and they all want to keep 

it that way. It is what they value in their community. 

Foulkeways has little carts that pick up people at their home. Biggest concern to walk to the 

Center is for people who live at the bottom of the hill and those in duplexes.

Walk two trips to the Center is 2 miles and it can be arduous but can take the car when 

possible.

Does not want individual golf carts. Becomes a parking problem for the golf carts. 

electric scooters ok. 

Parking Alternatives – golf cart service, hunk of land along Route 1 could be used for auxiliary 

parking, valet parking, Parking Lot #3a underutilized. 

Underground parking

Autonomous electric vehicle that could be “called for” with an app on your phone

(general parking comment) – need for more car ports 

(general parking comment) – event parking is a nightmare 

Parking:

Consider under ground parking with green roof.

Or solar covered parking areas (aka Lincoln Financial Field).

Suggest a jitney service for campus.

if IL building is attached to commons maybe parking under

reduce the use of cars

parking issues at mealtimes

fitness center has parking issues



Walkways that are cart accessible 

More covered walkways 

View onto parking lot 12/13 is a sea of cars 

add visual buffer such as tress for that view and sound 

Car barn suggested - 2 story building looks like a barn 

holds about 100 cars using a hydraulic system to stack the cars

Jitney or shuttle van 

Shared carts – with appropriate parking areas, with outdoor or indoor only carts 

Add more electric cart charging stations  

Goal Setting: 3 statements that define a successful revitalization plan

Group liked two of the sample goals, 1. Demonstrates environmental stewardship and 2. Be 

flexibly designed to support relationships among residents, and 3. Construct living spaces 

that are affordable and attractive to encourage a diverse resident community 

Goals should have objective measures to be able to be measured, 1. Maintain a community 

with Quaker Values and a strong sense of community that is appealing and that should be 

monitored by the occupancy rate, we should see that it’s maintained. 2. Respect and 

improvement in the natural environment and also an environment that encourages artistic 

expression and places to display that artistic output, which can be monitored by uses of 

special places like art rooms and woodshop, 3. Goal towards zero carbon emissions with 50% 

reduction by 2030 and 100% by 2050 with a focus on other decrease of waste such as food, 

but especially an energy focus.

1.	Overall carbon footprint is reduced and holistic approach to sustainability has been 

incorporated

2.	Improvements that enhance rather than dilute the essence of Kendal and attract new and 

diverse residents while maintaining or increasing the connectedness to the larger region

3.	Community, staff and all stakeholders are creating the revitalization plan together and 

maybe one measurement of whether it was successful would be that resident philanthropy, 

resident gift giving, increases not only in the number of gifts that receive but also the 

quantity.

1.	Continue to be accessible to a full spectrum of economic and social diversity 

2.	Fulfill our goals of environmental and energy concerns, cutting our carbon footprint 

according to plan, while maintaining the architectural characteristics consistent internally and 

externally and avoiding resort-like characteristics 

3.	Maintain the commitment to an environment that encourages walking and social 

interaction 



1.	Design is compatible with what exists on the campus. That includes architectural types, 

including front and back door to the units, maintaining the close-knit community feel and the 

integration into nature.

2.	That there are opportunities on campus for more connections, both physical and social, 

for the residents. 

3.	Maintaining environmental stewardship by utilizing sustainable practices in the 

renovations in any new construction 

Maintain/enhance our connections with nature.

Carbon footprint – 2050- carbon neutrality; need to move the needle (30% reduction over 

the next 5-10 years; change needs to start now).

Focused on strong Kendal values of simplicity/focused; be responsive to the natural setting of 

the campus.

Diverse economically & racially.

Age diversity (college students, immigrant community); low income housing (building housing 

for staff, integrating staff within the communities, kids for intergeneration engagement).  

Kendal has established a working group focused on diversity.

Small units are being combined; allows them to be within reach for some residents who 

struggle financially; need to include all.

1.	Outcome should be grounded in the Kendal values of simplicity and a person-centered 

outcome. 

2.	Construct spaces that are both economically and racially diverse and inclusive (age, 

affordability, staff)

3.	Respond to and maintain connections with nature and is focused on Kendal’s carbon 

footprint reduction goals.

General Comment:  We did not come here for the architecture; we came for the people.

continue to feel like a village

Sustainability. The farm to grow our own food, minimize use of cars.

keep economic diversity

The Community was developed with reduced energy usage (and sustainability) in mind. 2. 

Economic and Social Diversity to be maintained. 3. Retain an active lifestyle.

for financial diversity there needs to be seriously considered. Economic stability and maintain 

diversity for KCC. Been on campus since 1980’s – would like to see less change than more.

may have reached the end of consolidating the studios. Strive to maintain the diversity when 

the campus was built. 

good to get mail at the Center and gardening force exercise and socialization. 

The more we walk, the healthier you will be. Maintain ways of walking on the campus.

Bear in mind do things that need to be created but do the things that are needed to the 

existing infrastructure. Improve and implement technology infrastructure for the future – 

electronically connected. Identify what parts of the existing infrastructure can’t be 

maintained and what will be better.

Rex: fix walkways – what amount of existing can actually be kept/maintained/etc. 

Rex: We walk a lot. We live longer. Encourage walking relative to driving. Recognize those 



1. Minimum disturbance for current residents.

2. Utilizes existing spaces to their fullest potential.

3. Keep the scale of the community, including an appropriate mix of unit sizes with all the 

spaces both indoor and outdoor provided for resident meetings and activities. 

The plan has facilitated Economic, Social, and Ethnic diversity

People are Connected, Inspired, and Engaged

It is still defined as Kendal and people come here for the Community and the Healthcare.

Goal Setting

A sense of community – support and encourage.

Fiscally responsible renovations.

Maintain connection with environment.

Diverse community like surrounding region.

Additional studios to allow a more diverse community. 

Ability to draw residents from a larger regional market.

Community viewed as a close collaboration between staff & residents.

1-Honor and Respect the individual

2-Look at behaviors of internal sense of satisfaction

3-Regeneration of Community (experience for future pandemic are we prepared?

4-Provide for the future resident (be sensible to affordability and supporting the needs of 

residents.

1.	Diversity 

Kendal is home to racially, economically, ethnically, religiously, and ability diverse 

Socially integrated – one community 

2.	Sustainability 

Moves Kendal towards the goal to carbon neutral by 2050

Better relationship between residences and nature

More natural light in living spaces 

Buildings to be well constructed of quality materials environmentally considerate 

New technology integrated into the new plan 

3.	That we would not see a major difference 

Maintain the sense of small village community 

Successful if we don’t need any more revitalization 


